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Bremont adds to the Z series with the 
introduction of the ALT1-ZT/51

F E B R U A R Y  2 0 1 6

The ALT1-Z formed part of the launch collection back in 2007, and has become central to the Bremont offering 

over the years. Basel 2015 saw the launch of an updated version with the highly anticipated ALT1-ZT. This range was 

designed with aviators and world travellers in mind. Legibility was absolutely essential when it came to the aesthetic.  

The ‘ZT’ stands for ‘Zulu Time’ and allows the wearer to display local time together with the official world time 

standard. Unsurprisingly the Z chronometer has proven to be widely popular amongst the military squadrons Bremont 

works with - a significant and ever-increasing part of the Bremont business.
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The ALT1-ZT/51 adds a new dimension to the range whilst integrating a very important design cue from Bremont’s 

past. Bremont Co-Founder, Nick English explains; “For me the ALT1-ZT is arguably the most handsome and practical 

GMT chronograph we have manufactured to date. It is beautifully simple, easy to read and a watch you would happily 

see strapped to your wrist in 20 years’ time. One of our most iconic limited editions to date is the sought-after 

Bremont P-51. The heritage look and feel of this timepiece inspired many collectors internationally and it seemed 

fitting to pay tribute to it through the new ALT1-ZT/51.”

The ALT1-ZT/51 maintains the clean legible dial with its new applied and bespoke coloured Super-LumiNova® index 

markers, and with the 24hr function having been moved to the bezel for improved clarity. Greater detailing around the 

stepped sub dials with micro lines on the ZT models has been made to give the dial more depth.

Functionally the ALT1-ZT/51 has the same features as the ALT1-ZT/BK with the integration of the Roto-Click®  

bi-directional inner rotating bezel. The GMT hand combined with chronograph functionality measuring seconds, 

minutes and hours make this model ideal for travel. For additional clarity Bremont deploys the same hand design 

as the MB series, including the second time zone marker, which has been so effective on the MBIII. The ALT1-ZT/BK 

hands are used again but this time with several layers of bespoke coloured Super-LumiNova®.

As with most core range pieces the ALT1-ZT/51 has a specially treated 43mm stainless steel case made to an exceptional 

hardness of 2000 Vickers, which is seven times that of an average stainless steel watch case. The convex sapphire 

crystal is equally as hard and has nine layers of anti-reflective coating applied to both sides of the glass for increased 

legibility. The high standard of finish and attention to detail seen in everything from the hand-cut and engraved 

winding rotor in the sapphire crystal case back to the meticulous machining of the three-part Trip-Tick® cases take 

considerable time and skill to apply.

The design of the ALT1-ZT/51 pays tribute to the sought-after Bremont P-51 Limited Edition
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ABoUt BREmont

Bremont is an award-winning British luxury watch brand, manufacturing mechanical watches in Henley-on-Thames, 

England. Bremont is also making considerable investment with its UK watch making and manufacturing and at the 

end of 2014 launched a new facility in Silverstone to manufacture case and movement components.

Co-founded by brothers Nick & Giles English in 2002, Bremont has made a substantial impact on the watch industry 

in a very short period of time. The brand remains true to its original principles of; British, Aviation, Engineering and 

Adventure. 

As well as manufacturing watches for some of the most exclusive military squadrons around the world, Bremont 

continues to play an influential role in revitalising the British watch industry, the birthplace of numerous timekeeping 

innovations still used today. Recent collaborations have seen Bremont work with the likes of aviation giant Boeing 

and the iconic British automotive company Jaguar.

Bremont has been appointed Official Timing Partner to the 35th America’s Cup and to the defending champion, 

ORACLE TEAM USA. Renowned as the oldest trophy in international sport the America’s Cup first took place in 

1851 on the waters off England’s south coast. As the first official British timing partner to The America’s Cup since 

1851 Bremont has embarked on a very exciting project to produce a special edition collection of timepieces to 

celebrate its involvement.  

w w w. B R E m o n t. c o m

For further press information, images or to arrange interviews please contact natalie Keigher: 

e  natalie@bremont.com  |  t  +44 0845 0960 690

Follow us on twitter: @Bremont
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ALt1-Zt/51  WATCH FEATURES

movEmEnt
Modified calibre 13 ¼’’’ BE-54AE automatic chronometer, 
25 jewels, Glucydur balance, Anachron balance spring, 
Nivaflex 1 mainspiring, 28,800bph, 42 hour power 
reserve. Bremont decorated skeletised rotor.

FUnctions
Hour, minute, second, date at 3H, chronograph small 
counters with seconds 30 minutes and 12 hours, 24 
hour GMT hand.

cAsE
Hardened stainless steel Bremont Trip-Tick® 
construction with scratch resistant DLC treated case 
barrel. Case diameter 43mm, lug width 22mm, case 
thickness 16mm. Patented inner bi-directional  
Roto-Click® bezel. Operated by crown at 8H.

cAsE BAcK
Stainless steel with integrated flat crystal, 6 stainless 
steel screws with polished heads. 

DiAL
Metal dial, coated nickel hands with Super-LumiNova® 
luminous coating.

cRYstAL
Domed anti-reflective, scratch resistant sapphire crystal.

wAtER REsistAncE
10 ATM, 100 metres.

RAtings
C.O.S.C chronometer tested and certified.

stRAp
Calf-skin leather with solid deployment buckle and 
engraved security clasp.

cERtiFicAtion
Individually serial numbered with accompanying
C.O.S.C certification.
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